Previous work has shown that adults in the United States process fractions and decimals in distinctly different ways, both in tasks requiring magnitude judgments and in tasks requiring mathematical reasoning. In particular, fractions and decimals are preferentially used to model discrete and continuous entities, respectively. The current study tested whether similar alignments between the format of rational numbers and quantitative ontology hold for Korean college students, who differ from American students in educational background, overall mathematical proficiency, language, and measurement conventions. A textbook analysis and the results of five experiments revealed that the alignments found in the United States were replicated in South Korea. The present study provides strong evidence for the existence of a natural alignment between entity type and the format of rational numbers. This alignment, and other processing differences between fractions and decimals, cannot be attributed to the specifics of education, language, and measurement units, which differ greatly between the United States and South Korea.
1. Introduction
Conceptual and processing differences between fractions and decimals
A major conceptual leap in the acquisition of formal mathematics takes place with the introduction of rational numbers (typically fractions followed by decimals, at least in curricula used in the United States). These are the first formal numbers students encounter that can represent magnitudes less than one. Both fraction and decimal symbolic notations often prove problematic for students. Children, and even some adults, exhibit misconceptions about the complex conceptual structure of fractions (Ni & Zhou, 2005; Siegler, Fazio, Bailey, & Zhou, 2013; Siegler, Thompson, & Schneider, 2011; Stigler, Givvin, & Thompson, 2010) . Such difficulties have also been reported in high mathematicsachieving countries such as South Korea (Kim & Whang, 2011 , 2012 Kwon, 2003; Pang & Li, 2008) . Students also encounter problems in learning to understand decimals (Rittle-Johnson, Siegler, & Alibali, 2001 ), but generally master the magnitudes of decimals before fractions (Iuculano & Butterworth, 2011) .
Fractions and decimals are typically introduced as alternative notations for the same magnitude, other than rounding error (e.g., 3/8 km vs. 0.375 km). For example, the Common Core State Standards Initiative (2014) for Grade 4 refers to decimals as a ''notation for fractions". However, psychological research has revealed both conceptual and processing differences between the two notations. Whereas the bipartite (a/b) structure of a fraction represents a two-dimensional relation, a corresponding decimal represents a one-dimensional magnitude (English & Halford, 1995; Halford, Wilson, & Phillips, 1998) in which the variable denominator of a fraction has been replaced by an implicit constant (base 10). Studies have shown that magnitude comparisons can be made much more quickly and accurately with decimals than with fractions (DeWolf, Grounds, Bassok, & Holyoak, 2014; Iuculano & Butterworth, 2011) , but that fractions are more effective than decimals in tasks such as relation identification or analogical reasoning, for which relational information is paramount (DeWolf, Bassok, & Holyoak, 2015a) . Importantly, various aspects of performance with both fractions and decimals predict subsequent success with more advanced mathematical topics, such as algebra (Booth, Newton, & Twiss-Garrity, 2014; DeWolf, Bassok, & Holyoak, 2015b; Siegler et al., 2011 Siegler et al., , 2012 Siegler et al., , 2013 
